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Abstract. Evapotranspiration (ET) is the main link between
the natural water cycle and the land surface energy budget.
Therefore water-balance and energy-balance approaches are
two of the main methodologies for modelling this process.
The water-balance approach is usually implemented as5

a complex, distributed hydrological model, while energy-
balance approach is often used with remotely sensed
observations of, for example, the land surface temperature
(LST) and the state of the vegetation. In this study
we compare the catchment scale output of two remote10

sensing models based on the Two-Source Energy Balance
(TSEB) scheme, against a hydrological model, MIKE SHE,
calibrated over the Skjern river catchment in western
Denmark. The three models utilize different primary inputs
(LST from different satellites in case of remote sensing15

models and modelled soil moisture and heat flux in case of
MIKE SHE) to estimate ET. However, all three of them use
the same ancillary data (meteorological measurements, land
cover type and leaf area index, etc.) and produce output at
similar spatial resolution (1 km for the TSEB models, 500m20

for MIKE SHE). The comparison is performed on the spatial
patterns of the fluxes present within the catchment area as
well as on temporal patterns at the whole catchment scale
in 8 year long time series. The results show that the spatial
patterns of latent heat flux produced by the remote sensing25

models are more similar to each other than to the fluxes
produced by MIKE SHE. The temporal patterns produced by
the remote sensing and hydrological models are quite highly
correlated (r ≈ 0.8). This indicates potential benefits to
the hydrological modelling community of integrating spatial30

information derived through remote sensing methodology

(contained in the ET maps derived with the energy-balance
models, satellite-based LST or another source) into the
hydrological models. How this could be achieved and how
to evaluate the improvements, or lack of thereof, is still an35

open research question.

1 Introduction

Evapotranspiration (ET) acts as a coupling between two
of the most important natural processes affecting the
land surface: the water (mass) exchange and the energy40

exchange (Campbell and Norman, 1998). Therefore it has
a strong impact on, and is impacted by, plant biophysics,
weather and climate and is an important component when
modelling those processes. At the same time the knowledge
of both the magnitude of water loss from the ground45

through evapotranspiration and spatial distribution of this
flux, has many practical applications, such as in agri-
and aquaculture, water resource management or drought
monitoring (Anderson et al., 2012). This has led to an
active interest from the research community in the spatially50

distributed modelling of evapotranspiration and to the
development of a number of different methodologies. Two
of the most common approaches are: (1) the modelling
of land-surface energy fluxes, mostly with the use of
land surface temperature (LST) maps derived from remote55

sensing observations; and (2) distributed physically-based
hydrological models.

The two types of modelling approaches have been
compared previously, for example recently by Conradt et al.
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(2013) who compared ET patterns produced by hydrological60

model, remote sensing based model and ground measure-
ments in sub-basins of the Elbe river. That paper concluded
with a recommendation of further comparison studies of the
different modelling approaches, especially using more than
two independent models, to better understand their relative65

strengths and weaknesses. This should lead to improved
model performance but also to increased understanding of
the errors (and their magnitudes) present in the different
models, which is particularly important if the approaches
are to be combined through, for example, data assimilation.70

Without the knowledge of errors, assimilating remotely
sensed ET into hydrological models might not provide
its full benefit. Pan et al. (2008), for example, found that
assimilating ET derived with remote sensing observations
into their hydrological model did not have a large impact75

on the modelled water budget since it was assumed that
the calibrated hydrological model provided much more
accurate ET values than the satellite observation based
model. Schuurmans et al. (2011) found that although spatial
patterns produced by the hydrological model became more80

realistic after the assimilation of satellite based ET, a major
weakness was the lack of information about the standard
error present in the ET estimates and lack of independent
spatially distributed ET dataset that could be used for
validation. Therefore, in this study we compare two remote85

sensing based ET models and a hydrological model, with the
aim of improving the understanding of their limitations and
providing information that could be used in potential future
integration of the approaches through data assimilation.

The remote sensing models of evapotranspiration90

(Kalma et al., 2008) aspire to minimize the calibration of
site specific parameters and the usage to locally derived
data. Instead they aim to be applicable in a wide number
of climatic and vegetation conditions without any major
modifications, and to rely mostly on data acquired through95

satellite observations (e.g. LST) or regional scale modelling
(e.g. air temperature). This necessitates in a number of
assumptions and simplifications, which might lead to
reduced accuracy of the modelled fluxes. Another feature
of the remote sensing models is the treatment of each pixel100

within the modelling domain as a stand-alone sub-domain
without any connections or interactions with the surrounding
pixels. In some approaches, such as the triangle approach
(see below), some of the model parameters are derived
through common analysis of all the pixels in the domain105

but the fluxes in the individual pixels are still derived
individually. Similarly, the remote sensing models consider
each satellite image as a stand-alone snapshot of the land
surface conditions with no memory of the past.

There are a number of remote sensing modelling method-110

ologies being actively used by the research community
ranging from simpler, empirical ones to more complex,
physically based ones. One of the simpler approaches
consist of the so-called “triangle” models, named after the

shape resulting from plotting the pixel values of an LST115

map against pixel values of a vegetation index map. The
evaporation fraction can then be derived by interpolating
between the edges of the triangle (Jiang and Islam, 2001;
Stisen et al., 2008). More advanced schemes characterize the
ground surface as one layer (soil and vegetation combined)120

in one-source models (e.g. Surface Energy Balance System
model, Su, 2002), or as two layers (soil and vegetation
separately) in two-source models, majority of which follow
the Two Source Energy Balance (TSEB) modelling scheme
(Norman et al., 1995). Both the one-source and two-source125

models characterize the fluxes of heat and moisture
between the surface and the atmosphere in terms of
a set of resistance equations, formulated from physically
based models of boundary layer behaviour under different
atmospheric conditions and vegetation covers. The two-130

source models have the advantage of explicitly representing
the separate contributions of the soil and the vegetation,
thus avoiding the need for parametrization of an “excess”
resistance term whose value differs significantly from one
reference to another (Norman et al., 1995; Matsushima,135

2005; Kustas and Anderson, 2009; Boulet et al., 2012).
The distributed physically-based hydrological models,

in contrast to the remote sensing models, are heavily
parametrized and calibrated for each individual catchment
or study area (Refsgaard, 1997). Besides evapotranspiration,140

and other land surface fluxes, they can model a host of other
hydrological processes such as channel flow, unsaturated
zone flow or ground water flow and the interactions between
those processes (Graham and Butts, 2005). This means that
the modelling is performed in 4 dimensions (latitude,145

longitude, elevation or depth, and time) and that there
is an interaction between the model pixels in both time
and space. Due to their complex nature the hydrological
models require significant computational resources and large
number of inputs for calibration and operation. During the150

operational stage the models require gridded meteorological
input (including rainfall, air temperature and humidity),
gridded soil hydraulic parameters and digital elevation model
among others (Stisen et al., 2011a). During the calibration
stage (prior to the operational stage) additional information155

is required, for example measured hydrological parameters
such as hydraulic head or stream outflow.

Since the hydrological models are calibrated using
detailed hydrological observations it is our hypothesis that
the catchment wide evapotranspiration estimated by those160

models is more accurate than the one derived with remote
sensing models. On the other hand, we expect the energy
balance models driven by remote sensing observations to
better represent the spatial patterns of the fluxes present
within the catchment. We evaluate this hypothesis by165

running a hydrological model, MIKE SHE, described in
Sect. 4.1, and two TSEB based models, Dual-Temperature-
Difference (DTD – Norman et al., 2000; Guzinski et al.,
2013) and TSEB-2 Angle Radiative Transfer (TSEB-2ART
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– Nieto et al., 2013), described in Sect. 4.2, over the Skjern170

river catchment located in western Denmark (see Sect. 2).
Apart from being the largest river in Denmark, Skjern is also
the study area of the Danish hydrological observatory HOBE
(Jensen and Illangasekare, 2011), thus providing ample data
for calibrating and validating the models. The three models175

are run with the same meteorological inputs, interpolated
from field based observations, and the same land cover
and leaf area index (LAI) maps, in order to minimize the
uncertainties inherent from using different datasets. The
differences between the models, and their input data, are180

described in Sect. 4.
The output land surface fluxes, and in particular the

latent heat flux, from the three models are then inter-
compared. The comparison is performed on pixel-by-pixel
basis as well as on catchment scale and both systematic185

and unsystematic differences are analysed (Ji and Gallo,
2006). In addition, the catchment-scale temporal evolution
of the evapotranspiration estimated from the three models is
evaluated. Through this, we assess strengths and weaknesses
of the different modelling approaches and in particular try190

to answer the following question: “is there any additional
(spatial) information present in inputs or outputs of remote-
sensing based surface energy-balance models that is missing
from the physically-based distributed hydrological model?”.

2 Study area195

The study area covers the Skjern river catchment (Fig. 1)
which is located on the western part of Denmark’s Jutland
peninsula and it is the largest river catchment in Denmark
in terms of water volume. It has a roughly rectangular
shape with the east-west length of around 60 km and north–200

south length of around 40 km. The Skjern river outlet is
on the western side of the catchment with the discharge
entering the Ringkøbing Fjord. The terrain is mostly flat
with a maximum elevation of 125ma.s.l. and a gentle
east to west slope. The soils are predominantly sandy205

with the main land use being agriculture and coniferous
plantations. The catchment experiences a temperate maritime
climate, with mean annual precipitation of 990mm and mean
annual temperature of 8.2 ◦C. Since 2007 the catchment
is hosting the Danish Hydrological Observatory, HOBE,210

with numerous experiments and measurements concerning
precipitation, evapotranspiration, greenhouse gas exchange,
ground-surface water interactions and other related topics,
making it highly suitable for calibrating and evaluating the
distributed physically-based hydrological models. For more215

details refer to Jensen and Illangasekare (2011).

3 Common model inputs

In order to compare the performance of the three models and
not the accuracy of their inputs, the models used the same

auxiliary input data whenever possible. Those common220

inputs consisted of maps with meteorological forcings,
LAI, albedo and land cover types. For the meteorological
forcing data, kriged fields of wind and temperature corrected
precipitation from 43 rain gauges were used (Stisen et al.,
2011b) together with air temperature, relative humidity,225

incoming shortwave radiation, wind speed and pressure
interpolated from 16 climate stations. The locations of
the rain gauges and climate stations in relation to the
study area are presented in Fig. 1. The vegetation related
inputs were derived using remote sensing data with LAI230

estimated from MODIS NDVI (MOD13A1 product)
following the study of Boegh et al. (2009) and albedo
estimated from narrow band MODIS reflectance following
Liang (2001). It should be noted that albedo maps were
only shared by MIKE SHE and DTD with TSEB-2ART235

producing its own albedo maps as one of the outputs. Land
cover map was taken from the Danish Areal Information
System run by the Danish Ministry of Environment
(http://www2.dmu.dk/1_Viden/2_Miljoe-tilstand/3_samfund/AIS/1a_Dynamisk_gis/Image_viewer/AAK_IMS_en.htm,
last access: 29 January 2013), with the land cover dependant240

parameters listed in Table 1. The LAI correction factor,
mentioned in the last row of Table 1, was derived during the
calibration of MIKE SHE model and is used as multiplicative
factor for LAI estimated from MODIS NDVI for all land
cover classes except for forests. Even though this is a MIKE245

SHE specific parameter it was also applied to LAI inputs to
DTD and TSEB-2ART to ensure that comparable input data
were used in all the models.

All common input data maps were delivered in UTM32-
WGS84 projection. The LST observations used by the250

different models, as well as data used only by a single model,
are described in the sections below.

4 Models

4.1 MIKE-SHE model

The implementation details of the hydrological model used in255

this study, MIKE SHE SW-ET, are presented in Stisen et al.
(2011a) and Overgaard and Rosbjerg (2005). Briefly, the
model couples ground-water and surface-water modules
together with an ET module (Overgaard and Rosbjerg,
2005). The SW-ET module, based on the two source model260

of Shuttleworth and Wallace (1985), uses hydrological
modules’ outputs of soil moisture, soil heat flux and fraction
of soil and leaf covered by ponded water. Besides of these
parameters, meteorological observations of air temperature
and humidity, wind speed and incoming shortwave radiation265

and maps of albedo, LAI and landcover are used to solve
a set of 10 linear equations for the temperature and humidity
of dry and wet soil, dry and wet leaf and inter-canopy air
(see Appendices A and D in Overgaard and Rosbjerg, 2005,
for more details). With those parameters it is possible to270
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estimate the effective soil and leaf temperatures as well as
the radiometric surface temperature (LST) and the latent
and sensible heat fluxes. Since the model simulates LST, it
is possible to calibrate the model against remotely sensed
LST in addition to hydrological variables such as hydraulic275

head or stream outflow. The model used in this study
was calibrated for the Skjern river catchment against the
above mentioned hydrological variables, LST taken from
the MYD11A1 Aqua-MODIS product, evapotranspiration
measured at three flux tower sites placed within the280

catchment area and soil moisture measurements from
a distributed sensor network. The calibration methodology
will be a topic of a subsequent paper.

As input the model requires gridded meteorological
forcing data, soil hydraulic parameters and a number of285

parameters related to vegetation. The meteorological forcing
data, LAI, albedo and land use maps are described in
Sect. 3. The soil hydraulic parameters came from a study of
Greve et al. (2007). The derivation of other input parameters,
such as soil surface roughness or irrigation water input,290

is described in Stisen et al. (2011a). The MIKE SHE SW-
ET model, from now on referred to as MIKE SHE, was
run at 500m resolution and as output provided the surface
energy fluxes (sensible, latent and ground heat fluxes and
net radiation) together with LST and soil and canopy295

temperatures, TS and TC respectively. The outputs were
bilinearly interpolated from 500m to 1 km to match the
resolution of the outputs from both remote sensing models.

4.2 TSEB modelling scheme

The TSEB approach (Norman et al., 1995) splits the300

observed directional LST into its two main components,
namely the temperature of soil and canopy:

TR(θ)≈
[
f(θ)T 4

C +(1− f(θ))T 4
S

]0.25
(1)

where TR(θ) is the LST observed at view zenith angle305

(VZA) of θ and f(θ) is the fraction of vegetation cover
in the field of view of the sensor at VZA θ. This allows
the model to estimate the latent and sensible heat fluxes
from the soil and canopy separately thus avoiding the need
to parametrize the “excess” resistance term which is often310

present in single-source models but for which there does not
yet exist an established methodology for estimating its value
(e.g. Matsushima, 2005; Boulet et al., 2012).

In the single-angle TSEB models, the latent heat flux of
the canopy, LEC, is initially estimated using the assumption315

that the canopy is transpiring at the potential rate dictated
by the divergence of net radiation in the canopy, Rn,C, and
a modified Priestly–Taylor approach. This allows an initial
estimation of the sensible heat flux of the canopy, HC, and of
TC. If the model returns unrealistic results (LE < 0 meaning320

condensation during daytime) the transpiration of the canopy
can be iteratively reduced until realistic results are obtained
(Norman et al., 1995).

In the dual-angle TSEB models, TS and TC can be derived
directly from the observation geometry, followed by HS325

and HC and finally LEC as residual of the canopy energy
balance. In both cases the total energy balance is ensured by
estimating the latent heat flux from the soil, LES, as residual:

LES =Rn,S −HS −G= (Rn −Rn,C)− (H −HC)−G (2)
330

where Rn,S is the net radiation of the soil, HS is the sensible
heat flux of the soil and G is the ground heat flux.

The two TSEB based models used in this study follow the
principles described above but differ in other implementation
details as described in the subsections below.335

4.2.1 DTD model

The DTD model minimizes the influence of systematic error
in the retrievals of LST and air temperature by replacing
absolute temperature measurements with temperature change
between two observations (Norman et al., 2000). In the340

original DTD model the first observations was early in the
morning, when fluxes are minimal, and the second later
in the morning or in the afternoon. Guzinski et al. (2013)
demonstrated that replacing the early morning observations
with night time ones does not have a significant effect345

on the modelled fluxes, therefore facilitating the use of
polar orbiting satellites with day and night overpasses, and
introduced a simple scheme for accounting for vegetation
phenology when estimating canopy transpiration. The model
was further modified in Guzinski et al. (2014) where the350

resistance network to sensible heat flux was modified, to
the so-called “series” configuration, to explicitly consider
the in-canopy air temperature, thus improving the model
performance during dry conditions. The DTD model
formulation used in this study is as described in the355

appendices of Guzinski et al. (2014), with the exception of
the formulation of the resistance to heat transfer from the
soil surface, RS.
RS formulation used in the TSEB modelling scheme

accounts for turbulent transport from free convection360

(Kustas and Norman, 1999):

RS =
1

c(TS −TC)1/3 + buS
(3)

where c and b are constants given a value of
0.0025ms−1 K−1/3 and 0.012ms−1 respectively and365

uS is the wind speed just above the soil surface. However,
since DTD aspires to use just time differential temperature
measurements, it was originally decided to remove the (TS

- TC)1/3 term from the resistance equation and instead to
replace it by a LAI-dependant constant. For dense canopies370

TS-TC was assumed to be 5 K, while for sparse canopies
it was assumed to be 15 K (Norman et al., 2000). Those
assumptions made sense for the data sets used to evaluate
the model performance, taken in New Mexico over June and
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July 1997 (http://hydrolab.arsusda.gov/sgp97, last accessed375

27 February 2014) and in Arizona from June to Septemper
1990 (Kustas and Goodrich, 1994). However, in the current
study area, dominated by croplands located in temperate
maritime climate (see Sect. 2), sparse canopy conditions
are usually present in early spring and autumn when the380

difference between TS to TC is significantly less than 15K.
Therefore the RS formulation was further modified to make
use of the difference in thermal inertia of LST and air
temperature:

RS =
1

c[(TR,1 −TR,0)− (TA,1 −TA,0)]1/3 + buS
(4)385

where subscript 0 indicates temperatures estimate at night
or early in the morning, and 1 indicates estimate at some
other time during the day, and b and c have the same
values as shown above. Thus, the use of both non-time390

differential temperature estimates and the assumptions about
the magnitude of TS-TC are avoided. This formulation
implicitly takes into account the amount of vegetation cover,
since vegetation has larger thermal inertia than soil and
thus (TR,1 −TR,0) is lower for dense canopies, while also395

reflecting the climatic conditions present in the study area.
The model uses MODIS LST estimates from the

MYD11A1 product, together with land cover, LAI and
albedo values derived as described in Sect. 3 and vegetation
indices (Normalised Difference Vegetation Index and400

Enhanced Vegetation Index) from the MOD13A2 product
for estimating the fraction of vegetation that is green
(Guzinski et al., 2013). The meteorological inputs are also as
described in Sect. 3. The MODIS LST and vegetation indices
products were provided by NASA in a georeferenced grid405

with 930 m resolution and Sinusoidal projection. This was
bilinear resampled to 1 km resolution grid and reprojected to
UTM32-WGS84 projection. The modelled fluxes are output
at 1 km resolution.

4.2.2 TSEB-2ART model410

When TSEB is applied with single angle LST, some
assumptions are needed based on the expectation that plants
transpire at their potential rate. This assumption may lead to
significant errors in cases when plants are stressed, or when
the potential canopy transpiration is not well defined. For that415

reason, the green fraction of vegetation (fg) is an important
parameter within the model since it improves TSEB accuracy
in forested ecosystems and during senescence by taking
into account the phenological development of the vegetation
(Guzinski et al., 2013). However, there does not yet exist420

an established method of estimating fg using remote
sensing data. To overcome this issue, dual angle LST
can be used for retrieving soil and canopy temperatures
without employing any assumptions based on the canopy
transpiration (Chehbouni et al., 2001; Kustas and Norman,425

1997; Nieto et al., 2010a, b). Simple models for such

retrieval have been proposed based on the proportion of
vegetation and soil observed at two different viewing
angles (Chehbouni et al., 2001; Kustas and Norman, 1997).
However, since plant canopies are composed of finite leaves,430

multiple scattering of energy occurs within the canopy and
therefore a more physically complex methods for retrieving
soil and canopy temperatures may be needed when using
dual angle LST measurements (François, 2002; Nieto et al.,
2013).435

The TSEB-2ART model (Nieto et al., 2013) couples a dual
angle version of TSEB introduced by Kustas and Norman
(1997), with a radiative transfer model (RTM) 4SAIL
(Verhoef et al., 2007). Through this coupling it is possible
to retrieve canopy and soil temperatures by analytically440

inverting the RTM with LST estimates of the same area but
obtained through two different view zenith angles. 4SAIL
takes into account the different emissivities of the end
members (canopy and soil) and hence multiple scattering
of the thermal radiation, as well as the downwelling445

longwave radiation reflected by the surface. Therefore,
the coupling should result in more accurate temperature
retrievals compared to just using the geometric configuration
of the observations (Nieto et al., 2013). In addition the
RTM is used to estimate the net radiation, and radiation450

divergence in the canopy, while taking into account multiple
scattering of the short/long wave radiation between the
soil and the canopy and within the canopy. Finally, the
inclusion of 4SAIL allows for the use of different leaf
inclination distribution functions, rather than the spherical455

leaf distribution of the original TSEB (Norman et al., 1995;
Kustas and Norman, 1999).

TSEB-2ART has been evaluated over three flux tower
sites within the HOBE area, obtaining more accu-
rate flux retrievals than both the original dual angle460

(Kustas and Norman, 1997) and the single angle TSEB
(Norman et al., 1995) implementations when driven by LST
estimates derived with the AATSR sensor on board the
Envisat satellite (Nieto et al., 2013). Even though the Envisat
satellite is no longer functional the model can be applied465

to the dual angle LST observations in the future Sentinel
3 mission (Donlon et al., 2012). Apart from the AATSR
derived LST the model uses the same meteorological
data as well as land cover and LAI maps as MIKE
SHE and DTD models but produces its own albedo as470

part of the implementation of 4SAIL. The Envisat LST
was derived from the ATS TOA 1P, AATSR Gridded
Brightness Temperature and Radiance, product, which is a
full resolution dataset resampled to a 1km grid for both the
nadir and forward views by the European Space Agency475

(Scarpino and Cardaci, 2009). The split-window brightness
temperatures (11 and 12 µm) for both forward and nadir were
then reprojected to UTM32-WGS84 and resampled to the
same 1km resolution using a bilinear interpolation. LST at
the two AATSR observation angles was then retrieved by the480

quadratic dual-channel split-window algorithm proposed by
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Coll et al. (2006) for AATSR. The modelled fluxes are output
at 1 km resolution.

5 Comparison methodology

The spatial comparison was performed by selecting all the485

pixels in the Skjern catchment on all the days between 2003
and 2010 when at least 10 % of the catchment was cloud free
during the night and day Aqua overpasses and which met the
following conditions:

– the pixel is not classified as water or urban area (met by490

96% of the catchment area);

– all three models produce valid results, meaning LE >
0Wm−2 and H ≥−100Wm−2 (met by 85% of mod-
elled fluxes)

This resulted in over 95 000 cases sets to be compared.495

A median moving-window filter of 3× 3 pixels was applied
to the output maps to reduce noise caused by image
misregistration while preserving the spatial patterns found in
the maps.

The comparison was performed using the instantaneous500

modelled sensible heat flux, latent heat flux and Available
Energy (AE) defined as the net radiation minus the ground
heat flux. The magnitude of those fluxes is strongly
influenced by the incoming solar radiation and so it has
a cyclic annual component with generally larger fluxes505

during the summer months and lower during the winter
months. This could potentially influence the correlation
between the fluxes modelled with different models. To
remove this time dependent component and instead to
evaluate the influence of water availability on the partitioning510

of the available energy into latent and sensible heat fluxes by
the different models, the Evaporative Fraction (EF), defined
as the ratio of energy used for evapotranspiration to the total
available energy, was also used during the comparison.

When comparing the fluxes estimated by the three515

different models the time at which the fluxes are estimated
must be taken into account. The TSEB-2ART fluxes are
estimated at the time of the Envisat overpass, which is around
11:30 Local Time (LT), while the DTD fluxes are estimated
at the time of Aqua overpass, around 12:00–13:00 LT.520

The MIKE SHE fluxes are estimated at hourly intervals
throughout the day. Therefore, when comparing the fluxes
between MIKE SHE and one of the satellite based models
a linear interpolation was performed between the two MIKE
SHE estimates bracketing the satellite based estimate (e.g. if525

satellite overpass was at 11:48, MIKE SHE estimates from
11:00 and 12:00 would be used). When comparing the fluxes
from two satellite based models there is an offset present due
to this time difference, although it should be reduced when
comparing EF (Peng et al., 2013). A decision was made530

to perform the comparison using instantaneous modelled

fluxes, and not their daily estimates, since extrapolating to
daily values would just involve multiplying EF by the daily
available energy (or net radiation assuming negligible daily
G). Therefore the multiplicative factor would be the same535

(if field-measured daily available energy were used) or very
similar (if modelled daily available energy were used) for the
three models and no additional information or insight would
be gained. On the contrary, the self-preservation of EF might
not always hold over the whole study area due to frequently540

cloudy conditions, bringing additional complications and
errors when extrapolating to daily values.

A number of statistical measures are used to explore the
relation between the fluxes, and temperatures, estimated by
the three models. The first one is the Pearson correlation545

coefficient, r, which measures the linear covariation of two
datasets. To assess the differences between the datasets the
Root Mean Square Difference (RMSD), which is the square
root of the Mean Square Difference (MSD), is used:

RMSD = MSD0.5 =

[
1

n

n∑
i=1

(Xi −Yi)
2

]0.5

(5)550

where Xi and Yi are the ith points in the X and Y
datasets. The MSD can be further split into systematic and
unsystematic Mean Product-Differences (MPD), MPDs and
MPDu respectively, where MPDs measures the distance555

between the geometric mean regression line (Barker et al.,
1988) of two datasets and the 1–1 line while MPDu

measures the distance between the datasets’ points and the
geometric mean regression line (Ji and Gallo, 2006). The
geometric mean regression is used instead of the linear560

regression since the former one assumes that both X and
Y are subject to errors. Since MSD = MPDs +MPDu it
is also possible to calculate the relative contribution of
the systematic and unsystematic difference to the total
difference as MPDs/MSD and MPDu/MSD respectively565

(Ji and Gallo, 2006). The systematic component of the
difference represents the variation between the datasets that
can be corrected by simple linear transformation of one
of the datasets, while the unsystematic difference can be
thought of as noise caused by some unknown factors which570

is harder to correct for (Ji et al., 2008). For presentation
purposes a square root is taken of MPDs and MPDu to obtain
RMPDs and RMPDu respectively which are then shown in
the results’ tables. The last statistical measure used is the
mean bias, calculated as the difference between the means575

of two datasets. With the exception of the sign of the bias
all the statistical measures are symmetric, meaning that no
assumption is made on the correctness or otherwise of any of
the datasets and that the same values are obtained if the order
of the datasets is reversed when calculating the measures.580

The temporal patterns of evapotranspiration were evalu-
ated at catchment scale, meaning that all the valid non-urban
and non-water pixels within the catchment were averaged
to determine the catchment scale fluxes. It should be noted
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that since MIKE SHE also simulates the fluxes over water585

and urban pixels, this average is not the whole catchment
evapotranspiration as modelled by MIKE SHE. However,
since the number of water and urban pixels is quite small
(Fig. 1) the averaged value should be close to the whole
catchment evapotranspiration. Only those days on which the590

remote sensing models produced flux estimates in pixels
representing at least 70 % of all non-urban and non-water
catchment pixels were included in the analysis. In case of
DTD this condition was satisfied on 132 days over the 8
year period, while in case of TSEB-2ART there were 68595

valid days due to the less frequent revisit time of AATSR
vs. MODIS. The catchment averages for each date were
produced using the same set of pixels for the remote sensing
models and MIKE SHE. The two datasets were compared
using the r correlation coefficient, RMSD and bias and the600

ratio of RMSD and bias to the mean evapotranspiration
estimated by MIKE SHE.

6 Results

6.1 Spatial patterns

The results of pixel-to-pixel comparisons of fluxes between605

the three model pairs are presented in Figs. 2 (MIKE SHE–
DTD), 3 (MIKE SHE–TSEB-2ART), and 4 (TSEB-2ART–
DTD) with statistics summarized in Table 2 and described
for each model pair in the subsections below.

6.1.1 MIKE SHE vs. DTD610

The bias between the turbulent fluxes modelled with MIKE
SHE and DTD is significant with a value of 19Wm−2

and −45Wm−2 for H and LE respectively. The RMSD is
also quite large, at 78Wm−2 for H and 106Wm−2 for
LE, and consequently the correlation coefficient between the615

modelled turbulent fluxes is relatively low, with a maximum
value of 0.56. When the differences are split into systematic
and unsystematic parts, 89 % of the error in H and 81 % of
error in LE is unsystematic. The differences are propagated
through to EF, leading to very low correlation although with620

a small bias. The differences in the turbulent fluxes cannot
be caused mainly by differences in the parametrization of
the available energy since in that case the correlation reaches
0.97. This was expected since the two models use the same
incoming solar radiation forcing and the same albedo maps625

so the majority of the 35Wm−2 RMSD (55 % of MSD) is
systematic and caused by the differences in the net longwave
radiation estimation due to different LSTs, with DTD using
MODIS LST and MIKE-SHE the modelled LST from the
SW-ET module, and by the ground heat flux calculations.630

6.1.2 MIKE SHE vs. TSEB-2ART

The comparison of fluxes produced with MIKE SHE and
TSEB-2ART follows a similar pattern as in the previous
section, with relatively low correlation and significant RMSD
but with much lower bias (maximum magnitude of 8Wm−2

635

in case of H). The other statistics are similar to the ones from
MIKE SHE–DTD comparison with RMSD of 84Wm−2

and r of 0.38 for H and 85Wm−2 and 0.58 for LE. The
correlation of EF is slightly higher than in case of DTD, with
a value of 0.25, and the characterization of AE is consistent640

between the two models with correlation of 0.95 and bias
of - 7Wm−2, with only 8 % of MSD being attributed to
systematic errors.

6.1.3 TSEB-2ART vs. DTD

The correlation between the turbulent fluxes modelled with645

TSEB-2ART and DTD is the highest of any model pairs,
with correlation coefficient of 0.42 for H and 0.70 for LE,
even though the fluxes were obtained at different times of
the day. The time offset is evident in the bias of AE, with
the value of AE during the later Aqua overpass time being650

on average 55Wm−2 higher than the value of AE during
Envisat overpass time. The biases are also present in the
other flux estimates, particularly of LE with a value of -
77Wm−2. However, even though the biases are much higher
than in any other pair, the RMSD between TSEB-2ART and655

DTD estimated turbulent fluxes is comparable to RMSD of
those fluxes between the other pairs. As can be seen from
the split of the difference into systematic and unsystematic
components, a large component of the MSD between the
fluxes is systematic with RMPDu of LE reaching the lowest660

values of all the model pairs and RMPDu of H being very
close to the minimum. The correlation and RMSD of EF is
also the best of all the model pairs, with values of 0.33 and
0.18 respectively.

6.2 Temporal patterns665

The results of comparing DTD and TSEB-2ART catchment
wide evapotranspiration estimates against MIKE SHE are
presented in Fig. 5 with the statistics summarized in Table 3.
The correlation between the latent heat fluxes modelled with
DTD or TSEB-2ART and MIKE SHE are quite similar with670

correlation coefficients having a value of 0.79 in case of
comparing MIKE SHE and DTD and 0.83 in case of MIKE
SHE and TSEB-2ART. The biases between the modelled
fluxes are quite small with the largest one present when
looking at LE between MIKE SHE and DTD and having675

a value of -30Wm−2 which represents just 13 % of the
mean value of LE modelled by MIKE SHE. The RMSD
between DTD and MIKE SHE and between TSEB-2ART
and MIKESHE are 68Wm−2 and 45Wm−2 respectively.
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This represents 28% of the mean value of MIKE SHE LE in680

case of DTD and 21% in case of TSEB-2ART.

7 Discussion

7.1 Spatial patterns

Even though DTD and TSEB-2ART estimate fluxes at
different times during the day, the correlation between H685

and LE estimated by those two models is as strong (in case
of H) or stronger than between either of the models and
MIKE SHE. In addition, the value of RMPDu between LE
estimated with those two models is lower than for the other
comparisons, even though the RMSD between LE modelled690

with TSEB-2ART and MIKE SHE is lower. This indicates
that the spatial patterns produced by the remotely sensed
models have a stronger agreement with each other than with
the patterns produces by the hydrological model. It can be
presumed that if the DTD and TSEB-2ART estimated the695

fluxes at the same time, the correlation would be even higher
and the differences even smaller.

When the seasonal signal of the available energy is
removed by replacing the turbulent fluxes by EF, the
spatial patterns produced by the remote sensing models700

are still more strongly correlated than when either of them
is compared to the hydrological model. The correlation
coefficient of TSEB-2ART and DTD EF is 0.33 compared
to the second highest value of 0.25 between MIKE SHE
and TSEB-2ART EF. However, it should once again be kept705

in mind that the remote sensing models estimate the fluxes
at different times of the day. Usually it is assumed that
during clear sky days the EF remains constant throughout
the daytime and especially around noon (Peng et al., 2013).
However, by comparing the differences of EF modelled by710

MIKE SHE at the Aqua and Envisat overpass times (Fig. 6),
it can be seen that EF differs between the overpasses. This
could be due to the fact that for the majority of the days used
in this study there was some cloud cover over the Skjern river
catchment (the threshold of inclusion in the study was 10 %715

of cloud free pixels during the night and day Aqua overpass)
meaning that it is highly probable that clouds have passed
over the study pixels between the two satellite overpasses,
breaking the assumption of self-preservation of EF (Crago,
1996). Therefore it can be assumed that if the EF from720

TSEB-2ART and DTD were estimated at the same time the
correlation would be higher still.

When considering the causes of the remaining differences
in the modelled fluxes, some factors can be directly removed.
The three models used many of the same spatial datasets as725

input: LAI maps, land cover map and meteorological forcing
data (air temperature, incoming solar radiation, humidity and
wind speed). In addition DTD and MIKE SHE used the
same albedo maps and MIKE SHE was calibrated using the
same Aqua MODIS LST observations as used by DTD. The730

mismatch caused by image misregistration was reduced by
applying the median filter over the output maps, although
on cloudy days there are many isolated pixels making the
filtering less efficient. The available energy is very highly
correlated in all the three comparisons, with small RMSD735

and bias in case of the two comparisons for which fluxes
are estimated at the same hour, so this is also not a major
contributor to the differences between the turbulent fluxes.

The remaining major causes of the observed differences
in the model outputs could be: 1) parametrization used in740

different land cover classes; 2) the LST input maps estimated
by different sensors, in case of DTD (MODIS) and TSEB-
2ART (AATSR), or modelled, in case MIKE SHE; and
3) the differences in the modelling approach between the
three models even though all of them apply the two source745

modelling scheme.

7.1.1 Differences due to parameterization of land cover
classes

Figures 7–9 show boxplots of the turbulent fluxes, AE and EF
split according to the land cover class. The graphs indicate750

that the statistical distribution of fluxes in the different land
cover classes is quite similar among the models, albeit with
a large number of outlier points in sensible heat estimations
of all models and latent heat estimations of DTD.

When looking at the median and 25th and 75th percentile755

values of evapotranspiration, the differences do not appear
as significant as could be expected from the results shown in
Table 2. Considering the DTD model, the ET estimated with
the remote sensing model is generally larger than the MIKE
SHE estimated ET across all land cover classes. The same760

can be observed in case of AE but not in case of H. This is
largely due to the DTD soil heat flux (G) being affected by
the LAI multiplicative factor (Table 1). The calculation of G
in DTD is dependant on a fraction of the net radiation reach-
ing the soil, which is fundamentally estimated based on the765

Beer–Lambert law. Therefore, an increase in the value of LAI
input into the model, leads to a decreases in the magnitude of
G which in turn means that AE is higher and the magnitude
of LE also increases.

In case of TSEB-2ART, the range between the 25th and770

75th percentile values of ET is smaller in croplands and
grasslands when compared to MIKE SHE ET, while the
median value of conifer forest ET is a bit larger. The range
of values between the 25th and 75th percentiles of H is
also smaller in TSEB-2ART modelled fluxes, even though775

the range of AE is generally larger. This could be partially
due to the different radiation scheme of TSEB-2ART. Firstly,
TSEB-2ART estimates soil albedo as well as canopy albedo
and transmissivity based on the spectral properties of the
leaves and soil whereas MIKE SHE uses the surface albedo780

derived from MODIS reflectances. Secondly, TSEB-2ART is
also able to account for different leaf inclinations distribution
functions. Grass and cereal crops are characterised by a more
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erectophyll leaf distribution than the spherical distribution
characteristic of other vegetation types, such as conifers785

and some broadleaved forest or shrubs, and implemented in
MIKE SHE.

Finally, the time difference between Envisat and Aqua
overpasses is clearly visible when comparing TSEB-2ART
and DTD LE and AE, but it is not reflected in the values of790

H. This would indicate that the environment in the Skjern
river catchment is not water limited since the extra energy
is generally used for evapotranspiration. The large number
of outliers present in the modelled H values can be partially
attributed to the LAI multiplicative factor, especially in795

case of TSEB-2ART. The model is quite sensitive to the
increase in LAI, due to the physically-based radiative transfer
modelling but also due to the large view zenith angle (55 °)
of the second AATSR LST observation. At this observation
angle and with LAI above 4, the model assumes that almost800

all of the temperature signal comes from the vegetation cover.
If the model simulations with LAI larger then 4 are removed
(around 18 % of all model runs) the correlation between
TSEB-2ART fluxes and the other modelled fluxes increases
significantly and the errors decrease, while the comparison805

between DTD and MIKE-SHE remains largely unaffected
(Table 4).

Maps of correlation, RMSD and bias between LE
modelled with different model pairs (Fig. 10) show clear
spatial patterns, at least partly influenced by land cover810

(see Fig 1). There is clear lack of statistically significant
correlation between MIKE SHE and the remote sensing
models over the forested areas, which is not present when
the two remote sensing models are compared. Additionally
RMSD is generally higher in forests for all model pairs,815

but particularly when comparing MIKE SHE and DTD.
The bias between LE modelled with TSEB-2ART and DTD
is negative throughout the catchment (due to the earlier
overpass of Aqua as compared to Envisat) with the exception
of most of the forest areas where it is slightly positive. Apart820

from the land cover influenced patterns there is a larger-
scale pattern when comparing the outputs of the hydrological
and remote sensing models: the correlation is lower, RMSD
higher and bias negative in the northern and eastern parts of
the catchment (with the exception of the very north-west tip),825

while the opposite is true in the south-western part. This is
due to the first area being classified as having predominantly
clayey soil and second as having predominantly coarse sandy
soil (see Figure 3 in Greve et al. (2007)). This pattern is not
visible when TSEB-2ART and DTD are compared which830

illustrates the sensitivity of the hydrological model to the
proper characterization of soil hydraulic properties (which
is difficult to do over large areas) and the advantage of the
remote sensing models in not requiring this parameter.

7.1.2 Differences due to estimates of LST and its835

component temperatures

Table 5 shows the statistical comparison between the LST,
which is used as input of the remote sensing models and is
one of the outputs of the hydrological model, for all the pixels
where flux comparison was also performed. The graphical840

representation is shown in top left panels of Figs. 11–13.
When comparing LST it must be noted that it is dependent on
the viewing geometry, such as VZA, which is quite different
between the two satellites and also between the satellites and
the hydrological model, for which the sensor is assumed to845

be directly at nadir. The correlation between the LST from
the different model pairs is quite high, with r around 0.9
when comparing the remotely sensed LST from MODIS and
AATSR with the MIKE SHE estimates but reaching 0.97
when the two remotely sensed LSTs are compared. RMSD850

of LST is quite high, at 4.4 and 5.2 ◦C in case of comparing
MODIS and AATSR to MIKE SHE and around of 3 ◦C when
comparing MODIS with AATSR, although in this case the
time difference between the observations should be kept in
mind.855

Although the high spatial correlation of LST would
indicate that the different sources of LST are not a major
component in the discrepancies between the modelled fluxes
it must be noted that the fluxes are strongly dependent
on the LST–Ta gradient and that this dependency is non-860

linear due to the turbulent transport of heat between
the surface and the overlying air (Obukhov, 1971). Due
to this non-linearity, the systematic differences in LST
between models can potentially lead to larger unsystematic
differences in flux estimations. An additional complication865

in the current study is the fact the DTD uses the relative
temperature difference between night and day observations
(Guzinski et al., 2013) and TSEB-2ART is based on the
differences of temperature between the nadir and forward
LST observations (Nieto et al., 2013) for flux estimation. It870

is also interesting to note that although MIKE SHE was
calibrated with MODIS Aqua LST observations in the Skjern
river catchment, the two satellite based LSTs have a better
agreement each other than with MIKE SHE, despite the
overpass times of the two satellites being different. This875

indicates that the use of LST observations from a satellite
sensor, either as a forcing input for MIKE SHE model or for
data assimilation (in addition to it being used for calibration),
could potentially improve the spatial performance of the
hydrological model.880

In addition, the canopy, soil and in-canopy air tem-
peratures (TC, TS and TAC respectively) estimated by
the different models are also compared in Table 5. The
estimation of those temperatures could be considered as
an intermediate step during the estimation of the fluxes in885

the models (Norman et al., 1995; Overgaard and Rosbjerg,
2005), thereby allowing a deeper understanding of the
internal model behaviour. The three models apply different
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methods for estimating those temperatures. In case of DTD,
temperatures are not used directly during the flux estimation890

(the time differential temperature observations are used) but
are derived as a final step when all the flux and resistance
values are already established using rearranged Eqs. (A27),
(A29) and (A33) from Guzinski et al. (2014). TSEB-2ART
uses the viewing geometry of the two observation angles895

within a radiative transfer model framework to estimate TC

and TS which, together with the resistances to heat transport,
are then used to calculate TAC and the fluxes using the
TSEB formulations (Nieto et al., 2013; Kustas and Norman,
1997; Norman et al., 1995). In MIKE SHE the temperatures,900

together with humidity, are derived by solving a set of
10 linear equations involving the resistances and AE as
parameters, after which the turbulent fluxes are derived
(Overgaard and Rosbjerg, 2005).

Despite those three different methods the correlation905

between the temperatures is quite high (Table 5) which is
surprising considering the much lower correlation between
the modelled turbulent fluxes. Again, this is probably caused
by the non-linearity between the gradient of temperatures and
the heat flux due to turbulence. It could also be due to the910

heating effect that the interaction between soil temperature
and heat fluxes produces for the temperature of the air at
the canopy interface, when the resistances are configured in
series. The highest correlation, above 0.93 for all the pairs,
is for TAC, and the lowest, ranging from 0.63 to 0.72, is for915

TS. Overall the two remote sensing models have most similar
spatial patterns of TC and TAC, and MIKE SHE and TSEB-
2ART have most similar spatial pattern of TS.

Furthermore, since TSEB-2ART model relies on the
differences observed between the nadir and forward LST of920

AATSR in order to derive TC and TS, it is sensitive to errors
in the estimation of LST at the two viewing angles. Those
errors might be significant if, for example, atmospheric
water vapour is not properly characterized and accounted
for, due to the different optical path lengths between the925

forward (VZA = 55◦) and the nadir observation. Since the
atmospheric path length of the forward view is longer, the
a priori uncertainty in the estimation of forward LST is
higher than in case of nadir LST. In Figs. 12 and 13 it can
be seen that this occurs in a number of cases, mostly leading930

to severe underestimation of TC and TAC and overestimation
of TS. This large bias in TSEB-2ART estimated TC is also
present in the statistical comparison in Table 5. It also
appears that MIKE SHE overestimates high values of TC

(Figs. 11 and 12) although this overestimation is not severe.935

The overestimation of TC is reflected in MIKE SHE LST
scatter plots, which indicates that it happens at high LAI
values when vegetation cover fraction is close to 1.

7.1.3 Differences due to modelling approach

Although there are differences in the estimated temperatures940

that could lead to larger unsystematic differences in the

fluxes estimates, it is likely that there are also other factors
contributing to the inconsistencies between fluxes. One of
the factors could be the methodology employed by the
different models for splitting of the available energy into the945

sensible and latent heat fluxes and in particular the way they
estimate the resistances to heat and moisture transport. The
two remote sensing models ensure the land surface energy
balance by calculating latent heat flux as the residual of the
other fluxes, i.e. LE = AE−H (Norman et al., 1995). The950

hydrological model, on the other hand, derives the latent and
sensible heat fluxes concurrently (Overgaard and Rosbjerg,
2005). In addition the resistance network for LE in MIKE
SHE has two extra resistance components compared to the
resistance network for H: the resistance to soil evaporation955

and the stomata resistance to transpiration. Both of them
depend on the soil moisture as modelled by the hydrological
component of MIKE SHE. If the spatial patterns of the
soil moisture estimated with MIKE SHE do not correspond
closely to the spatial patterns seen by the satellites this could960

lead to the different spatial patterns of the estimated fluxes.
Another possible factor for the observed differences be-

tween the estimated fluxes could be the actual formulations
used for resistances of heat transfer between the soil, veg-
etation, in-canopy air and above-canopy air. While the two965

remote sensing models use equations based on Norman et al.
(1995), the hydrological model uses equations suggested by
Choudhury and Monteith (1988). To evaluate whether those
different formulations could be the reason for the fluxes esti-
mated with the remote sensing models being more similar to970

each other than to the fluxes estimated with the hydrological
model, it was decided to run the remote sensing models with
the resistance equations taken from Choudhury and Monteith
(1988).

The results are presented in Table 6. The correlation975

between the turbulent fluxes produced by all model pairs
has decreased when compared to results in Table 2.
This is surprising as it could be expected that using the
same resistance formulations would increase the correlation
between the remote sensing models and the hydrological980

model. There was also a small increase in RMSD (with
the exception of MIKE SHE - TSEB-2ART H comparison).
In addition the number of valid pixels has reduced from
over 95000 to over 83000. This could indicate that
Norman et al. (1995) resistance formulations produce more985

realistic values than the Choudhury and Monteith (1988)
formulations which would point to the possibility of
updating the equations used in the SW-ET module of MIKE
SHE. Even when using the Choudhury and Monteith (1988)
resistance formulations the LE modelled with the DTD and990

TSEB-2ART has the highest correlation. However, in case
of H MIKE SHE and DTD produced the most correlated
flux estimates while the correlation of EF was very similar
between MIKE SHE – TSEB-2ART and DTD – TSEB-
2ART model pairs.995
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Finally, Fig. 14 illustrates the effect of modifying the RS

formulation in the DTD, as proposed in Eq. (4). The RS

values estimated with DTD and TSEB-2ART are compared
for all the pixels where the flux comparison was performed.
In this case, the TSEB-2ART derived RS can be thought of1000

as the “true” value, since it uses the original RS equation
(Eq. 3), with TS and TC derived directly through the
inversion of the RTM. The overestimation of RS by DTD,
visible as a "bubble" in the left panel for DTD RS values
between 150 and 200 sm−1, is due to misparametrization of1005

the differences between the canopy and soil temperatures in
the original DTD formulation and is mostly present in the
coniferous forest. In the right panel this overestimation is
less pronounced, indicating that the new RS equation is better
at parametrizing this temperature difference. The correlation1010

parameter between the two resistances has increased from
0.62 in case of the old formulation to 0.68 in case of the new
one, while the RMSD has decreased by around 15 % from 36
to 31 sm−1.

7.2 Temporal patterns1015

Both remote sensing models are reasonably accurate
in matching MIKE SHE catchment wide estimates of
evapotranspiration, with the seasonal curve clearly visible
for both models (Fig. 5) and reflecting the MIKE SHE
seasonality well. The DTD model tends to overestimates the1020

fluxes before and after the growing season. This is probably
due to the overestimation of AE by this model (see Table 2)
which is mostly assigned to LE as it is calculated as a residual
of the surface energy balance.On the other hand TSEB-2ART
matches MIKE SHE fluxes quite well during that period.1025

During the growing season there is the largest mismatch
between LE modelled by the remote sensing models and the
hydrological model. This is partly due to the fluxes having
the largest magnitude during this time but also due to LAI
having a large value which blocks the temperature signal1030

from the soil surface (see section 7.1.1)
The figure also highlights another weakness of the

remote sensing models, namely that they only produce
results on clear sky days. The great majority of latent heat
fluxes estimated by the remote sensing models, and by1035

the hydrological model on the same dates as the remote
sensing models, lie above the line representing an average,
all-weather ET for a particular DOY for all the years
under study. This is also true when considering an 8-year
averaged potential ET. The reason is because in the Skjern1040

river environment the evapotranspiration is mainly driven
by availability of energy (and not of water), and therefore
on clear sky days the evapotranspiration will be higher than
average. This has to be taken into account when extrapolating
temporal patterns of evapotranspiration derived purely by the1045

remote sensing input based models.
There are a couple of cases where the clear sky

evapotranspiration modelled by MIKE SHE is much below

the average line, even though the remote sensing models
estimate much higher latent heat fluxes on those days. This1050

most probably corresponds to days with soil drier than
normal and could indicate: (1) a problem of the hydrological
model in estimating the moisture of the upper layer of the soil
or of the root zone during dry conditions, or (2) be related to
uncertainties in the interpolated rainfall data due to omission1055

by the rain gauges of local convective rainfall during the
summer period.

8 Conclusions and outlook

Two remote sensing models and one hydrological model
were run over an area covering a river catchment in western1060

Denmark and the spatial and temporal patterns of the
modelled evapotranspiration were compared. The spatial
patterns of latent and sensible heat fluxes as well as EF
produced by the remote sensing models were more strongly
correlated with each other than the patterns produced by1065

either of the remote sensing models compared to the
hydrological model. This was the case even though the
two remote sensing models use both different data (MODIS
and AATSR LST) and different approaches to estimating
the fluxes and, additionally, those estimates were produced1070

at different time of the day, due to different overpass
times of satellites. This indicates that the remote sensing
models might contain some additional information that
is not currently present in the hydrological model. At
the same time, the temporal patterns of evapotranspiration1075

produced by both of the remote sensing models and the
hydrological model were strongly correlated, with relatively
small RMSD and small bias. Those observations would
appear to support the hypothesis, that the remote sensing
models would better represent the spatial patterns of1080

evapotranspiration present throughout the catchment while
the hydrological model would better represent the catchment
wide evapotranspiration.

This points towards a possibility of using the remotely
sensed evapotranspiration to improve the spatial accuracy1085

of distributed, physically-based hydrological models. This
could be achieved either through using the estimated
latent heat flux as one of the calibrating parameters or
through data assimilation during the model run. Certain
attempts at incorporating spatial distributed data derived1090

through remote sensing into hydrological models, either
through data assimilation or calibration, have already been
made but they were mostly focused on soil moisture (e.g.
Draper et al., 2011; Corato et al., 2013), LST (Stisen et al.,
2011a; Ridler et al., 2012) or LAI (Boegh et al., 2004).1095

Pipunic et al. (2008) have looked at assimilating simulated
H and LE estimates into a land surface model, however this
was done with a one-dimensional single column model, i.e.
without considering spatial patterns. Others have assimilated
ET maps into distributed hydrological models but the1100
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impact of that assimilation was inconclusive (Pan et al.,
2008; Schuurmans et al., 2011). Therefore, further studies
are needed to establish whether ET, and in particular its
spatial distribution, would bring any additional information
beyond what is provided by soil moisture or LST estimates1105

alone. In the case of MIKE SHE it might also be useful to
use the TC, TS and TAC estimates from the remote sensing
models to constraint the number of unknowns that need to
be addressed in the model. Methodologies for validating the
accuracy of spatial patterns at the catchment scale, while1110

at the same time remaining independent of the model used,
would also have to be investigated.
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Table 1. Land cover dependent parameters for the three models. The equations referred to in the table are Eq. (a): 0.15 ·LAI and Eq. (b):
0.12 ·LAI+0.07 where LAI is leaf area index before multiplication by the LAI correction factor and has a minimum value of 0.5.

Parameter Land cover class

Grass Coniferous Forest Heath Crop Units
MIKE SHE DTD TSEB-2ART MIKE SHE DTD TSEB-2ART MIKE SHE DTD TSEB-2ART MIKE SHE DTD TSEB-2ART

Vegetation heigh (hC ) eq. (a) 9.0 eq. (a) eq. (a) m
Clumping factor N/A 1.0 N/A N/A 0.5 N/A N/A 0.9 N/A N/A 0.9 N/A unitless

Canopy height/canopy width N/A 1.0 1.0 N/A 3.0 3.0 N/A 1.0 1.0 N/A 1.0 1.0 unitless
Leaf size 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 m

Temperature measurement height 10.0 18.0 10.0 10.0 m
Wind measurement height 10.0 18.0 10.0 10.0 m

Root depth eq. (b) N/A N/A eq. (b) N/A N/A eq. (b) N/A N/A eq. (b) N/A N/A m
Minimum stomata resistance 90 N/A N/A 150 N/A N/A 120 N/A N/A 90 N/A N/A s/m

Extinction coefficient 0.6 N/A N/A 0.5 N/A N/A 0.3 N/A N/A 0.6 N/A N/A unitless
LAI correction factor 2.21 1.0 2.21 2.2 unitless

Table 2. Statistical comparison between MIKE SHE, DTD and TSEB-2ART models for sensible and latent heat fluxes (H and LE), available
energy (AE) and evaporative fraction (EF). Statistics used: correlation coefficient (r), Root Mean Square Difference (RMSD), systematic
and unsystematic Root Mean Product Differences (RMPDs and RMPDu respectively), the percentage of Mean Square Difference (MSD)
attributed to systematic and unsystematic Mean Product Differences (MPD) (MPDs/MSD and MPDu/MSD respectively) and bias. The
statistics for H , LE and AE are in Wm−2 with the exception of MPDs/MSD and MPDu/MSD which are percentages. The statistics for EF
are unitless with the exception of MPDs/MSD and MPDu/MSD which are percentages.

r RMSD RMPDs RMPDu MPDs/MSD MPDu/MSD Bias

MIKE SHE - DTD

H 0.42 78 26 74 11 89 19
LE 0.56 106 46 95 19 81 -45
AE 0.97 35 26 23 55 45 -25
EF 0.21 0.20 0.08 0.18 18 82 -0.07

MIKE SHE - TSEB-2ART

H 0.38 84 12 83 2 98 -8
LE 0.58 85 18 83 5 95 5
AE 0.95 36 10 34 8 92 -7
EF 0.25 0.19 0.03 0.18 2 98 0.01

TSEBRTM - DTD

H 0.42 79 26 75 11 89 18
LE 0.70 104 78 68 57 43 -77
AE 0.94 67 56 37 69 31 -55
EF 0.33 0.18 0.09 0.15 26 74 -0.09

Table 3. Statistical comparison of catchment wide latent heat fluxes estimated by the model pairs (MIKE SHE–DTD and MIKE SHE–TSEB-
2ART) for predominantly cloud free days over the period of 8 years. Statistics used: correlation coefficient (r), Root Mean Square Difference
(RMSD), relative RMSD (%RMSD), bias and relative bias (%bias). RMSD and bias are in Wm−2 while %RMSD and %Bias are calculated
as the statistic divided by the mean of the MIKE SHE LE estimates and are percentages.

r RMSD %RMSD Bias %Bias

MIKE SHE - DTD LE 0.79 68 28 -30 -13
MIKE SHE - TSEB-2ART LE 0.83 45 21 6 3
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Table 4. Statistical comparison between MIKE SHE, DTD and TSEB-2ART models for sensible and latent heat fluxes (H and LE), available
energy (AE) and evaporative fraction (EF) for flux estimates when LAI < 4. Statistics used: correlation coefficient (r), Root Mean Square
Difference (RMSD), systematic and unsystematic Root Mean Product Differences (RMPDs and RMPDu respectively), the percentage of
Mean Square Difference (MSD) attributed to systematic and unsystematic Mean Product Differences (MPD) (MPDs/MSD and MPDu/MSD
respectively) and bias. The statistics for H , LE and AE are in Wm−2 with the exception of MPDs/MSD and MPDu/MSD which are
percentages. The statistics for EF are unitless with the exception of MPDs/MSD and MPDu/MSD which are percentages.

r RMSD RMPDs RMPDu MPDs/MSD MPDu/MSD Bias

MIKE SHE - DTD

H 0.43 71 26 66 13 87 23
LE 0.55 102 51 89 25 75 -51
AE 0.97 37 28 24 58 42 -28
EF 0.19 0.20 0.09 0.17 22 78 -0.09

MIKE SHE - TSEB-2ART

H 0.42 62 14 61 5 95 11
LE 0.65 74 9 73 2 98 -8
AE 0.95 32 1 32 0 100 0
EF 0.35 0.16 0.04 0.16 6 94 -0.03

TSEBRTM - DTD

H 0.45 57 4 57 1 99 2
LE 0.77 92 69 60 57 43 -69
AE 0.94 72 64 33 79 21 -64
EF 0.41 0.15 0.07 0.13 21 79 -0.07

Table 5. Statistical comparison between MIKE SHE, DTD and TSEB-2ART models for the land surface temperatures (LST), canopy
temperatures (TC), soil temperatures (TS) and in-canopy air temperatures (TAC). Statistics used: correlation coefficient (r), Root Mean Square
Difference (RMSD), systematic and unsystematic Root Mean Product Differences (RMPDs and RMPDu respectively), the percentage of
Mean Square Difference (MSD) attributed to systematic and unsystematic Mean Product Differences (MPD) (MPDs/MSD and MPDu/MSD
respectively) and bias. LST comes from Aqua MODIS observations in case of DTD, nadir view Envisat AATSR observations in case of
TSEB-2ART and is modelled in case of MIKE SHE. The other temperatures are estimated by all models. The statistics are in ◦C with the
exception of MPDs/MSD and MPDu/MSD which are percentages.

r RMSD RMPDs RMPDu MPDs/MSD MPDu/MSD Bias

MIKE SHE - DTD

LST 0.89 4.4 3.0 3.2 48 52 3.0
TC 0.88 3.1 0.5 3.1 2 98 -0.1
TS 0.63 7.2 2.8 6.6 15 85 -0.2

TAC 0.93 2.5 0.6 2.4 7 93 -0.6

MIKE SHE - TSEB-2ART

LST 0.91 5.2 4.3 2.9 69 31 4.2
TC 0.87 7.8 6.9 3.8 77 23 6.6
TS 0.72 9.8 7.2 6.6 54 46 -4.5

TAC 0.94 5.2 4.5 2.5 77 23 4.2

TSEBRTM - DTD

LST 0.97 2.9 2.3 1.8 61 39 -2.1
TC 0.90 8.5 7.8 3.3 85 15 -7.5
TS 0.69 9.3 4.2 8.3 20 80 3.1

TAC 0.94 6.5 6.0 2.5 85 15 -5.8
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Table 6. Statistical comparison between MIKE SHE, DTD and TSEB-2ART models for sensible and latent heat fluxes (H and LE), available
energy (AE) and evaporative fraction (EF) for model runs with resistance equations taken from Choudhury and Monteith (1988). Statistics
used: correlation coefficient (r), Root Mean Square Difference (RMSD), systematic and unsystematic Root Mean Product Differences
(RMPDs and RMPDu respectively), the percentage of Mean Square Difference (MSD) attributed to systematic and unsystematic Mean
Product Differences (MPD) (MPDs/MSD and MPDu/MSD respectively) and bias. The statistics for H , LE and AE are in Wm−2 with the
exception of MPDs/MSD and MPDu/MSD which are percentages. The statistics for EF are unitless with the exception of MPDs/MSD and
MPDu/MSD which are percentages.

r RMSD RMPDs RMPDu MPDs/MSD MPDu/MSD Bias

MIKE SHE - DTD

H 0.38 84 30 78 13 87 30
LE 0.52 115 58 100 26 74 -58
AE 0.97 36 28 23 59 41 -27
EF 0.17 0.23 0.11 0.20 22 78 -0.11

MIKE SHE - TSEB-2ART

H 0.30 80 6 80 1 99 -2
LE 0.57 85 11 84 2 98 1
AE 0.95 34 5 34 2 98 -3
EF 0.23 0.18 0.02 0.18 1 99 0.00

TSEBRTM - DTD

H 0.29 86 23 83 7 93 22
LE 0.63 119 88 80 55 45 -87
AE 0.94 71 61 36 75 25 -61
EF 0.22 0.21 0.11 0.18 29 71 -0.11
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Figure 1. Land use map of the study area: the Skjern river catchment in the west of Denmark’s Jutland peninsula. Model input meteorological
data was interpolated from the measurements taken by the stations shown on the map.

Figure 2. Density scatter plot of over 95 000 points comparing the sensible heat flux (top left), latent heat flux (top right), available energy
(bottom left) and evaporative fraction (bottom right) modelled by MIKE SHE and DTD. Red colour indicates higher density of points, blue
colour lower density.
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Figure 3. Density scatter plot of over 95 000 points comparing the sensible heat flux (top left), latent heat flux (top right), available energy
(bottom left) and evaporative fraction (bottom right) modelled by MIKE SHE and TSEB-2ART. Red colour indicates higher density of points,
blue colour lower density.
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Figure 4. Density scatter plot of over 95 000 points comparing the sensible heat flux (top left), latent heat flux (top right), available energy
(bottom left) and evaporative fraction (bottom right) modelled by TSEB-2ART and DTD. Red colour indicates higher density of points, blue
colour lower density.
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Figure 5. Average catchment-wide latent heat fluxes on the days when at least 70 % of non-water and non-urban pixels were modelled by
either DTD (left) or TSEB-2ART (right). In the main graph the blue circles represent catchment fluxes modelled by MIKE SHE and the red
crosses represent the catchment fluxes modelled by the remote sensing models on the same year and day-of-year (DOY) and at the same time
of day. The figure contains dates from the eight years under investigation and the blue solid line shows an 8-year averaged whole catchment
ET for a particular DOY as modelled by MIKE SHE around the time of Aqua (left) or Envisat (right) overpass. The blue broken line shows
potential ET for the same dataset estimated using the Priestley-Taylor approach and MIKE SHE AE. The inset image contains a scatterplot
of the MIKE SHE and remote sensing fluxes with black indicating fluxes from January to April, green from May to August and brown from
September to December.
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Figure 6. Histogram of the pixel-wise differences between Evaporative Fraction (EF) estimated by MIKE SHE at the time of Aqua overpass
and Envisat overpass. The differences between the two sets were evaluated using the two-sample t test and are found to be statistically
significant with a p value smaller than 0.001.
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Figure 7. Box plots of sensible heat flux (top left), latent heat flux (top right), net radiation (bottom left) and evaporative fraction (bottom
right) modelled by MIKE SHE (leftward box in each category) and DTD (rightward box in each category) and split by land cover class. The
red horizontal line indicates the median value with the upper and lower box edges indicating the 75th and 25th percentiles respectively. The
whiskers extend to the furthest point within 1.5 times the inter-box range above or bellow the box edges with points beyond that categorized
as outliers and marked individually as a red crosses.
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Figure 8. Box plots of sensible heat flux (top left), latent heat flux (top right), net radiation (bottom left) and evaporative fraction (bottom
right) modelled by MIKE SHE (leftward box in each category) and TSEB-2ART (rightward box in each category) and split by land cover
class. The red horizontal line indicates the median value with the upper and lower box edges indicating the 75th and 25th percentiles
respectively. The whiskers extend to the furthest point within 1.5 times the inter-box range above or bellow the box edges with points beyond
that categorized as outliers and marked individually as a red crosses.
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Figure 9. Box plots of sensible heat flux (top left), latent heat flux (top right), net radiation (bottom left) and evaporative fraction (bottom
right) modelled by TSEB-2ART (leftward box in each category) and DTD (rightward box in each category) and split by land cover class. The
red horizontal line indicates the median value with the upper and lower box edges indicating the 75th and 25th percentiles respectively. The
whiskers extend to the furthest point within 1.5 times the inter-box range above or bellow the box edges with points beyond that categorized
as outliers and marked individually as a red crosses.
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Figure 10. Maps of spatial patterns of correlation (r - first column), RMSD (second column) and bias (third column) calculated with LE
output of MIKESHE - DTD (first row), MIKESHE - TSEB-2ART (second row) and TSEB-2ART - DTD (third row) in the whole Skjern
river catchment. For each pixel in the RMSD and bias maps a mean of the statistics’ values was taken from all the points satisfying the
conditions stated in section 5 (i.e. the same set of values was used as for producing statistics in Table 2 and density scatter plots in Figures 2-
4). Correlation maps used the same set of values but only the pixels where correlation was significant at 5% level are shown.
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Figure 11. Density scatter plot of over 95 000 points comparing land surface temperature (top left), canopy temperature (top right), soil
temperature (bottom left) and in-canopy air temperature (bottom right). Land surface temperature on the x-axis was modelled by MIKE SHE
and on the y-axis came from day time observations from the MYD11A1 MODIS product. The other temperatures were modelled by both
MIKE SHE and DTD. Red colour indicates higher density of points, blue colour lower density.
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Figure 12. Density scatter plot of over 95 000 points comparing land surface temperature (top left), canopy temperature (top right), soil
temperature (bottom left) and in-canopy air temperature (bottom right). Land surface temperature on the x-axis was modelled by MIKE SHE
and on the y-axis came from nadir observations by AATSR sensor on the Envisat satellite. The other temperatures were modelled by both
MIKE SHE and TSEB-2ART. Red colour indicates higher density of points, blue colour lower density.
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Figure 13. Density scatter plot of over 95 000 points comparing land surface temperature (top left), canopy temperature (top right), soil
temperature (bottom left) and in-canopy air temperature (bottom right). Land surface temperature on the x-axis came from nadir observations
by AATSR sensor on the Envisat satellite and on the y-axis came from day time observations from the MYD11A1 MODIS product. The
other temperatures were modelled by both TSEB-2ART and DTD. Red colour indicates higher density of points, blue colour lower density.
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Figure 14. Density scatter plot of over 95 000 points comparing resistance of heat transfer from the soil surface (RS) modelled by the TSEB-
2ART and DTD. In the left panel the original DTD formulation is used (Norman et al., 2000) and in the right panel the new formulation is
used (Eq. 4). Red colour indicates higher density of points, blue colour lower density.


